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Welcome to Harrison-Hiett’s latest catalogue of Early Printed Works (EP-01) All items are printed

prior to 1700.



DESCRIPTIONS.

All books are first editions, 8vo, published in London, complete, and in their

Original bindings unless otherwise noted.



ORDERING.

To order from this catalogue simply write, telephone or e-mail. New

customers are requested to pay on invoice before the books are dispatched.

PBFA / ABA trade terms at 20%



PAYMENT.

We accept all major credit and debit cards, paypal, and cheques in sterling drawn

on UK banks.

All items remain the property of Harrison-Hiett until paid for in full.



CUSTOMER GUARANTEE.

All attempts have been made to describe items accurately, however any book may be returned for

any reason within 7 days of receipt for a full refund. All items are guaranteed complete unless

otherwise mentioned.

We are a member of the PBFA, ABA and ILAB, and adhere to their guarantees and codes of

conduct.
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1. ALEXANDRE, Noel. [Natalis, Alexander] Dissertatio Polemica de Confessione

Sacramentali ADVERSUS LIBROS QUATUOR Joannis Dallaei Calvinistae Divinam Ejus

Institutionem &amp; Usum in Ecclesia Perpetuun Impugnantes

Parisiis Antonium Dezallier 1689

Alexandro’s Dissertation on the powers of the Sacrament of Confession. This is the Second

edition (This first being in 1679). The binding is holding firmly, hinges slightly

cracked/abraded, some general wear to surface and extremities, corners bumped, foot of

spine chipped, backstrip darkened. Textblock holding firmly, contents generally in good

clean condition, a little toned and with some occasional minor spots, creases or smudges,

some light waterstaining toward upper edges visible toward front and rear. Title leaf a

little dustsoiled and with paper flaw toward centre foredge, early ink inscription to centre of

title and ensuing page. Period marbled endpapers.

Born in 1639 in Rouen, Alexandre was a Dominican Priest and theologian. His principal work was

a 26 volume Ecclesiastical History Selecta historiae ecclesiasticae capita He later declared himself a

Jansenist (although Roman Catholic, a movement influenced heavily by Calvinism) and was stripped

of his pension and positions. He died in 1724.

PP. [8], 256. COPAC CITES ONLY ONE HOLDING OF THIS EDITION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF

LONDON

£125

[HH1086]

2. [ANON] Catechismus ad Parochos ex decreto concilii tridentini editus. Et Pii V Pont.

Max. iussu promulgatus. Sincerus &amp; Integer, Mendisque iterum tepurgatus opera

P.D.L.H.P.

Paris / Parisiis Nicolaum Pepingue 1686

Full leather binding. Original boards, with recent leather spine. Six simple bands with gilt

title. Text in Latin throughout. The Catechism as laid down in the Council of Trent for the

benefit of the Clergy. The spine is recent and immaculate. The boards are clean and tidy,

with a little edgewear, but very presentable. Internally clean and tidy throughout with just

a touch of darkening to the pages. Overall an excellent copy.

The Council of Trent met at Trento (and elsewhere) in Italy, from 1545-1563. The Council was

important in addressing many of the issues raised in the Reformation. As well as refuting Protestant

heresies, it clarified the Churches teaching in matters of Salvation, the Biblical Canon, and the

Sacraments. The Council led to the Tridentine Creed, and Tridentine mass.

À-À6, É-É12, 1-521, Y5-Y12, Z-Z10.

£175

[HH1291]

3. [ANON] Geneva Black Letter Bible A deficient Black Letter Geneva Bible - Old and

New Testament, together with Two Right Profitable and Fruitfull Concordances

London Robert Barker 1578

This is a deficient early copy of the Geneva Bible. Dated from the Verso of the Concordance,

this is a curious edition. The title to the Concordance states that it was printed by Robert

Barker “Printer to the Queenes Most excellent Majestie” but at this time, it was his father

who was the Queen’s official Printer until 1599 and he did not start working for his father

until 1589. Although there are hundreds of pages of Black letter text, this bible is in poor

condition, and is missing significant portions. However, it does contain most of the bible,

including the Deuterocanonical books (not present in Protestant Bibles from the King

James onwards.) Bound in a Nineteenth Century (?) binding, this is rubbed and a little

frayed to the edges. The bible itself lacks all prior to Deuteronomy verse. vii. (kii). The
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pages are darkened and marked, several of them have tears to them (some closed, others

with significant loss). The edges of the book have been shaved overly closely, with a little

loss to the Glosses and Marginalia. The top and bottom corners of the pages have been lost,

with them, most of the page numbers have gone. Pages are darkened and with some

staining. There are names and dates to several pages (particularly to the end of the Old

Testament). These vary from 1681 (”Charles King - but not his book” the 1830’s). There are

85 leaves lost - mainly from the first few books of the Bible, which are not present, but 4

pages from within the text. The second of the concordances stops mid flow, and there is

obviously intended to be further text- but it is not clear how much (not many pages from

the look of it). Sadly the loss of pages includes the title pages (except that of the

Concordance). So overall a very deficient text - but still very early and of interest.



Collation (Nb - the gathers use every letter except V): K2-L2, [lacks L3], L4-N1 [Lacks N2],

N3-3I4 (end of the Old Testament). Then 3K-3O2 [lacks 3O3 &amp; 3O4] 3O5-3Z4 (End of the

New Testament) A-H8 [lacks from I onwards]. collation (Nb - the gathers use every letter

except V): K2-L2, [lacks L3], L4-N1 [Lacks N2], N3-3I4 (end of the Old Testament). Then

3K-3O2 [lacks 3O3 &amp; 3O4] 3O5-3Z4 (End of the New Testament) A-H8 [lacks from I

onwards].

£400

[HH1091]

4. [ANON] Iudicium Synodi Na-Tionalis re- Formatarum eccle- Siarum Belgicarum

Habitae Dordrechti, Anno 1618. &amp; 1619. Cui etiam interfuerunt pluri- Mi insignes Theologi

Reformatarum Ecclesiarum Ma- gnae Britaniae, Palatinatus Electoralis, Hassiae, HelueTiae, Correspondentiae Wedderauicae, Gene- uensis, Bermensis, &amp; Em- Danae, De Quinque

doctrinae Capitibus in Ecclesiis Belgicus Controuersis. Promulgatum Vi. Maij. M.DC.XIX.

[London] Francofurti Hulsianis 1619

16mo in half sheets; woodcut initials and headpieces to the several chapters; final blank

present. Later drab wrappers. Loosely inserted into a modern pamphlet binder. Woodcut

bookplate of Fritz Mauthner*, Freiburg to the inside front wrapper. The Judgements of the

Synod of Dort. Light uniform browning throughout and small light damp stains affecting a

few corners. Insignificant ink note on the upper corner of the title page. Otherwise a nice

copy.

There is an inserted leaf of notes in the hand of Donne scholar Dr I.A. Shapiro. Shapiro

notes that when Donne was at the Hague with Doncaster in Dec. 1619 he was given one of
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the gold medals struck to commemorate the Assembly, which he bequeathed to Dr. Henry

King. There is an inserted leaf of notes in the hand of Donne scholar Dr I.A. Shapiro.

Shapiro notes that when Donne was at the Hague with Doncaster in Dec. 1619 he was

given one of the gold medals struck to commemorate the Assembly, which he bequeathed to

Dr. Henry King.

* Fritz Mauthner was an Austro-Hungarian novelist, theatre critic, satirist and exponent of

philosophical scepticism. His archive is now held by the Leo Baeck Institute Center for Jewish

History. The Synod of Dort was called by the Dutch Reformed Church, to settle a divisive

controversy initiated by the rise of Arminianism. The synod found against the Arminians, (from

Jacob Arminius, their leader) and against their objections to Calvinism. They taught election on the

basis of foreseen faith, a universal atonement, resistible grace, and the possibility of lapse from grace.

The synod supported the strict Calvinist line: total depravity, unconditional election, limited

atonement (arguing that Christ's atoning work was intended only for the elect and not for the rest of

the world), irresistible (or irrevocable) grace, and the perseverance of the saints.

A-F; PP. 93 + [III]. IN THIS COPY THE FOLLOWING LEAVES HAVE BEEN MIS-NUMBERED: P.

33, 37; P. 41, 40; P. 42, 18; P. 43, 34; P. 45, 55; P. 51, 52; P. 60, 12; P. 71, 72; AND P. 83, 38.

£150

[HH1183]

An Early Counter Reformation work attacking Calvinists for claiming

that the Pope was the Anti-Christ

5. BECANUS, Martino. Disputatio Theologica de Antichristo Reformato in qua tum alii,

tum Marpurgensis quidam Caluinista refutatur, qui nuper duplici elencho conatus est

probare, papam esse antichristum. Cum appendice, An Romana Ecclesia defecerit a` fide?

Cologne Sumptibus Bernardi Gualtheri 1608

bound in early limp vellum with manuscript title to spine, remains of cord ties to fore edge.

First Edition. Dealing with accusations by Calvinists that the Pope was the Anti-Christ.

The binding is holding quite firmly by the

cords, dust soiled and marked to surface,

chipped with loss to spine at head and toward

centre of upper hinge. Text block is holding

firmly and generally in good condition if a little

toned at points, with some light scattered

foxing, occasional creases and dust marking,

worm track toward foot of gutter throughout,

touching into letterpress at points, another

cluster starting at sig F4 to end entering two

lines of text, not affecting legibility. Upper end

paper detached.

Martin Becanus was a Jesuit and one of the most controversial of the Counter Reformation

Theologians. Although he primarily attacked the Calvinists, he was not overly keen on Anglicans or

Lutherans either.

THE TEXT IS CONTINUOUS AND COMPLETE DESPITE SOME IRREGULAR PAGINATION. OUR

COLLATION: 103, 102-103, 106-107, 106-107, 110-111, 110-150PP WITH WOODCUT JESUIT

DEVICE TO TITLE PAGE.

£250

[HH1182]
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6. CURTI, Q. Rufi. De Rebus Gestis Alexandri Magni Cum Supplementis Freinshemii.

Interpretatione et notis illustravit Michael le Tellier e Societate Jesu. Jussu Christianissimi

Regis, in usum Serenissimi Delphini

Parisiis / Paris Fredericum Leonard 1678

First Delphin edition of this biography of Alexander the Great of Macedonia. Original tan

leather boards. Recent matching spine with gilt titles. Contemporary end papers, and

bookplate for Dalton Hall library. engraved title of the Delphin series (showing Arion and

dolphin, engraved by J. Edelinck). Title page has engraved vignette. Initials, head and tailpieces Overall the book is in very nice condition. The original boards have a little fading to

the edges, but are clean and tidy, with minimal bumping. The gilt edge to the book has been

re-laid. The new spine, is in keeping with the original, and is bright and tidy. Internally

clean throughout, with just a touch of darkening to the

edges.

The Delphin editions, were a collection of classic works, printed in

Latin, produced from the 1670’s and intended to be a

comprehensive collection. The original volumes each have an

engraving of Arion and the Dolphin, and the appropriate

inscription in usum serenissimi Delphini. The volumes were

created for Louis, le Grand Dauphin, heir of Louis XIV (Delphin

is the adjective derived from dauphin). There were 25 produced.

[XXXIV], 417, [I], [133], [I]. PP

£250

[HH1375]



7. F. DOMINICO A SS. TRINITATE [Dominique de la Saint-Trinite] Bibliotheca

Theologica Septem Libris Distincta Exacto ordine reponuntur cuncta ad completam sacrae

doctrinae....

Romae Sumptibus Philippi Marie Mancini 1666

Seven books in Six. Folio. Printed between 1666 and 1676. Later quarter leather (library

binding) with green cloth boards. The first volume contains books 1 &amp; 2. Each volume

includes a title, index and a register to the end with binders collation. Profus woodcut

illustrations throughout. Library bookplate to the front of each volume from the library of

St Augustine’s Monastery in Kent (A Benedictine monastery still active today). woodcut

designs and initials throughout. The bindings are sound, although there is some chipping

and loss to the head of volume 1 and particularly the head of volume 5. There is some

rubbing and nicking elsewhere. There are library numbers to the base of the spine.

Internally, there is moderate darkening to the pages - although fully legible throughout. To

the front of each volume is a bookplate and library card (no other library marks to the

volumes.). To volume 1 there is an area of damage to the corner, affecting about 20 pages,

and another affecting the top half of around 150 pages. Not too dark though, and still

legible.
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To the beginning of volume one is the blessing / dedication, followed by a “warning to the reader.”

Then there are several comments praising the work by eminent clergymen (including the Vicar

General of the Carmelites) the Imprimatur is also here, as is the summary of the work.

V(1): [XX], 1-308, [VIII]., V(2): [XVI],1-545, [X]., V(3): [XVI], 1-742, [X]., V(4): [XVI], 1583, [VIII]., V(5): [XXVIII], 1-786, [VI]., V(6): [XXXII], 1-1186, [XIV]., V(7):[VIII], 1-874,

[VI].

£750

[HH1263]

8. FERRER, Vincent [Beati Vincentii natione Hispani] / Vincentius, Ferrerius Sermones

Hyemales Autoris vitam, indicemque locupletissimum in fronte libri praefiximus. Eisdem

denuo summa cura per D. Damianum Diaz Lusitanum ... recognitis luculentae adnotationes

in margines accesserunt.

Lugduni / Lyon Giunta Press 1558

St Vincent Ferrer’s Winter Sermons. Contemporary limp vellum, with hand written titles to

the spine. Paper shelf label to spine (not library copy though). Vignette title page.

Historiated initials throughout. Overall, this work is in very nice condition for its age. The

vellum has no chips. two of the four vellum ties are present There is marking and staining

to the vellum, with a little discolouration. A tiny amount of nicking to the head and tail of

the spine. There is a little worm damage to the page lining of the vellum, and a very small

amount to the end papers. The text block is not affected by worm. There is a pale stain to

the first few pages (inc title) but quite light, and not affecting legibility. Throughout the

book, the text block has been somewhat zealously trimmed to the top edge. This has

affected a few of the page headers, but not the text. Contemporary owner’s name scribbled

out to the title page. Some early marginalia in ink scattered throughout. Overall a decent

copy.

St Vincent Ferrer (1350-1419) was a Spanish Dominican Friar. Known as a missionary. During

the great schizm, he supported the Avignon Popes (although later transferred his allegiance). His

particular interest was in converting Jews, which he did with a combination of persuasion and

persecution. anti-Semitic violence often followed in his wake. He died in 1419 in France and was

buried in Vannes Cathedral.

The printing press of Filippo and Bernardo Giunti was one of the leading Florence printing houses

of the Sixteenth century. They also had printing presses in Venice and Lyon. They were mainly

involved in printing Roman Catholic religious texts and music, but they were also effectively the

official press of the Grand Dukes of Tuscany.

[XXXII], 1-752 PP.

£600

[HH1382]
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9. FLACCUS, [MARCUS VERIUS] &amp; FESTUS, [SEXTUS POMPEIUL]. DE

VERBORUM SIGNIFICATIONE. LIB. XX. NOTIS ET EMENDATIONIBUS

ILLUSTRAVIT ANDREAS DEACERIUS IN USUM SERENISSIMI DELPHINI

Accedunt in hac Nova Editione Notae integrae Josephi Scaglieri, Fulvii Ursini, &amp; Antonii

Augustini, cum Fragmentis &amp; Schedis, atque Indice novo.

Amsterdam / Amstelodami Huguetanorum 1700

Second (? - 1st thus was 1699) Delphin edition of Flaccus’s etymological / grammatical

work, epitomised and expanded by Festus. Original tan leather boards. Recent matching

spine with gilt titles. Contemporary end papers, and bookplate for Dalton Hall library.

engraved title of the Delphin series (showing Arion and dolphin, engraved by L. Moreau).

Title page (in black and red) has engraved vignette. Initials, head and tail-pieces. Overall

the book is in very nice condition. The original

boards have a little fading to the edges, but are

clean and tidy, with minimal bumping. The gilt

edge to the book has been re-laid. The new

spine, is in keeping with the original, and is

bright and tidy. Internally clean throughout,

with just a touch of darkening to the edges.

The Delphin editions, were a collection of classic

works, printed in Latin, produced from the 1670’s

and intended to be a comprehensive collection. The

original volumes each have an engraving of Arion

and the Dolphin, and the appropriate inscription in

usum serenissimi Delphini. The volumes were

created for Louis, le Grand Dauphin, heir of Louis

XIV (Delphin is the adjective derived from dauphin).

There were 25 produced.

[25], 596, [IV], 96 PP. + [24] INDICES

£200

[HH1374]



10. [FLORIOT, Pierre] Traite de la Messe de Paroisse Ou L’on decouvre les grands

Mysteres cachez sous le voile de Ceremonies de la Messe Publique &amp; Solemnelle; &amp; les

Instructions admirables que JESUS-CHRIST nous y donne par l’unite de son Sacrifice

Paris Elie Josset 1691

Title Vignette by “IP”. Full contemporary calf, spine with raised bands and gilt in panels,

marbled end-papers, some rubbing of the edges, the beginning of a split at one side on the

head of the spine, foot of the spine nicked, later notes in ink to the front free end-paper, else

a very good copy. NB. Text is entirely in French.

FLORIOT was a Roman Catholic Priest. He also published a book of Homilies. This work was first

published in Paris in 1679. This new edition was published in the year of his death.

PP. (II). 29, (XVII), 626, (XIV). COPAC RECORDS A SINGLE LOCATION - NATIONAL LIBRARY OF

SCOTLAND

£175

[HH1027]
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11. GAGE, Thomas A New Survey of the West India's: Or the English American his

Travail by Sea and Land: Containing a Journal of Three Thousand and Three Hundred

Miles within the Main Land of America. Wherein is set forth his Voyage from Spain to St

John de Ulhua; and from thence to Xalappa, to Tlaxcala, the City of Angels, and forward to

Mexico....

London E. Cross 1655

This is a defective but restored copy of the Second Edition of Thomas Gage's 'A New

Survey of the West-India's...' The First non-Spanish description of the Spanish Dominions

in the New World. With some facsimile leaves provided but retaining two of its original

folding maps. An early account of the exploration of South America and the West Indies.

Small folio, bound in recent full polished calf, spine gilt with green morocco lettering piece.

The text is lacking one leaf at sig C5 (pp. 21/22) which has not for some reason been

provided in facsimile. The following leaves have been provided in facsimile: all five

prefatory leaves including title leaf, sig I3-69 (pp. 89-96), the final two index leaves, plus

two of the maps: frontispiece and the map of Hispania Nova. The other two maps (The

Ylandes of the W. Indies and Terra Firma et Novum Regnum Granatense et Papaian) are

present. The first leaf of the main body is present but with archival repair, (there is also a

detached facsimile of this leaf present). The binding is holding firmly and in good order,

somewhat rubbed to extremities and with some light scuffs and marks to surface, slight loss

to right hand edge of the label. Contents are holding firmly but for the facsimile of sig B

and the reproduction map of New Spain, which are loosely inserted. The original content is

rather toned/browned, with some general dustmarking and smudges from handling, a good

many old ink inscriptions and marginal doodles, with related ink splats or smudges. Old

paper reinforcement to edges of sig B: several leaves with chips or perforations to edges,

not affecting letterpress, a few small perforations through letterpress causing minor loss of

legibility: a larger perforation with attached closed tears to sig C5 causing loss to about ten

characters of letterpress: Sig D6 with three small burn holes through centre: sig F with

diagonal closed tear through inner margin just touching into inner edge of letterpress:

larger burn hole through sig F4 toward upper corner, with partial loss to four words in

letterpress: the two original folding maps in reasonable order, Terra Firma with a small

perforation toward left centre and an ink smudge: sig P6 with old paper repairs to lower

corner and upper edge. Later plain endpapers/fly leaves.

As a child Gage had been sent by

his father to Spain to study with

the Jesuits. He joined the

Dominican order instead, and in

1625 began his travels as a

stowaway, smuggled in a biscuit

barrel aboard a ship bound for the

Philippines, in violation of the

Spanish royal decree excluding

foreigners from the new Spanish

territories. Gage spent most of the

next 12 years in Mexico,

Guatemala, Nicaragua and

Panama, living among the Indians and occasionally serving as parish priest or professor of

philosophy. Upon his return to England he converted to the Church of England and wrote his book,

which caused an immediate sensation for its revelations of the wealth and defencelessness of the

Spanish American colonies.
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